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Introduction

Jensen (1971) has discussed race (black and white) by sex interactions in

employreat, incore, and education. He was also able to find some evidence for

this interaction in psychological test scores, both cognitive and noncognitive.

He concluded that the se:: difference was almst twice as large for blacks as for

whites, but he did not try to develop a theory to account for the finding-.

There ere liritaticns with respect to the psycholc7ical test data ahoy: zed

by Jensen. Fcr the rzost part he was necessarily concerned with standard tests of

intellit-ence. The prebler should Le investigated over a wider range of cognitive

tests than were available to him. The sanples used by Jensen were also drawn frcr

widely different leceulaticns, and the tests used varied with the population sarpled.

Thus there is possible confoundin between tyre of cognitive variable and type of

population.

The present senicr author was a leerber of one of the original Project TAI ::T

advisory cornittees an. re- eeeere seeine at one of the cotrittee reetings sore

very incoeplete data related to fae sex by race interaction that were in the

opposite direction free the findinzs reported by Jensen. On two science inforration

tests black girls were closer to black boys than white girls were to white boys.

On both of these tests, in contrast to those used by Jensen, the overall sex

M difference was large and fevered the boya. Thus the sett by race interaction ray
%.9N. be suite coplex. Siece a very leree nueLer of cornitive tests, showing. overall

(to sex differences vary ;u' widely ie size as well as sign, were used in PrefectO
TALENT, the data bane appeared to be a 7ronisinz source of inforration with which

cJ)
to extend Jensen's reseerc!=.
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The testing for Project TAUNT was done in 1960. At that time in the history of

this country it was not possible to obtain information concerning the race of individual

students. However, information was obtained concerning the racial mixture in schools,

and large numbers of schools were described as 100% white or 100% black. While the

students in these schcols do not represent random samples of either the white or black

population of high school children, it was decided that a main effect bias was not

critical to the investigation. The aim of the research was to study the interaction,

not the size of either the race or sex difference.

It was decided to request data on all students in the data bank who were in either

all white or all black schools. Because these students would necessarily vary in other

respects as well, certain control demographic measures were included in addition to sox

and race. These were area of the country, which was divided into south and nonsouth,

and grade in school, which was dichotomized into 9th and 10th versus 11th and 12th.

Socio-economic status (SLS) was also considered important, but the necessary restriction

on black students that they be in all black schools reduced drastically the number of

middle class blacks available. It was decided, in consequence, to split the white group

into a lower and an upper group on the socio-economic index developed in TALENT

research (see Shaycoft, 1967) with the size of the lower group approximately matching

the total number of black students. The latter were not dichotomized on the SES

variable.

The N, mean, and standard deviation in each of the 24 groups defined by the

experimental and control variables were the basic data obtained from the data bank.

Every available cognitive measure, including composites, became the subject of this

investigation. Table 1 shows the SES data for the 24 groups and is illustrative of

the format of the cognitive data as well.

It is seen that the low MS white group is approximately as large as the black

group and that the mean index of the former group is actually a little lower, with

a much smaller standard deviation, than in the black group. However, if the white
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group were retested on a comparable form of the SES composite, the mean would increase

somewhat and the standard deviation would increase substantially. Although matching

was not an issue, the two groups are probably about as close to each other in terms

of this objective composite as one could obtain by design.

As a substitute for the incomplete factorial design, it was decided to obtain

four analyses of the basic data as follows:

tal tW8C.Analysis I: blacks vs. low whites (the racial comparison) YES'.

Analysis II: blacks vs. both white groups (race and SES confounded)

Analysis III: blacks plus low whites vs. high whites (a different
confounding of race and SES)

Analysis IV: low whites vs. high whites (the SES comparison)

As a substitute for the lack of orthogonality in the analyses, some form of

regression analysis was required. Since no independent variable furnished more than

two levels, it was possible to work with simple product-monent correlations for the

relationships among variables and interactions. Before proceeding with the correla-

tional analysis, however, it was necessary to transform the measures. Casual

inspection revealed that there was an extreme degree of heterogeneity of variance

for many of the measures from subgroup to subvroup in each of the four analyses and

that this heterogeneity was systematic, i. e., means and standard deviations were

highly correlated. Systematic heterogeneity, with some measures showing standard

deviations of standard deviations that were one-third the size of the standard devia-

tion of the individual scores could produce spurious interactions.

While it might be argued that the differences in standard deviations reflected

real differences in the variability of the abilities measured by the tests from one

group to another, a more parsimonious explanation is that the heterogeneity of

variance, particularly when it is systematic, is due to the nature of the psychological

test. It is exceedingly hazardous to assure that any psychological test composed of

pass -fail items produces an equal interval scale. This assumption is especially

hazardous for short tests such as those used in the TALENT research. Standard
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deviations are likely to be large around means from the center of the distribution of

item difficulties and to be low when means approach either the floor or the ceiling of

the test.

Although the amount of heterogeneity of variance in the raw scores was frequently

substantial, the size of the correlations between means and standard deviations for the

various combinations of subproups also tended to be quite substantial. Median correla-

tions, without regard to sign, varied from .81 to .83, depending on the particular

combination of subgroups. If, in general, variables showing a large degree of

heterogeneity were also these that exhibited high systematic relationships between

means and standard deviations, an appropriate transformation would produce essentially

homogeneous variances.

The transformation of means and standard deviations {L --is, 1973) used on all

cognitive measures was as follows: for measures having a p%.sitive correlation between

mean and S.D., 5%
I
m 1 log

e
(a + brei) while for those having a negative correlation,

yi a t. loge ( a b (300 - 7:1)). An approximation to the variance of y, equal to

unity, was used for each subgroup in each analysis. The accuracy of the assumption

that the subgroup variances had been equated by the transformation was checked by

obtaining ratios of the standard error of estimate of standard deviations predicted

from means to the standard deviation of individual scores. The median ratio varied

from .05 to .06, depending on which set of subgroups was involved; it was decided to

retain for analysis all measures having ratios of .11 or less. Three measures were

excluded from analyses I, II, and III while only one was excluded from Analysis IV.

All exclusions were highly speeded measures of clerical "aptitude" which probably con-

tain a good deal of motivational variance.

Coding of demographic variables for correlational purposes is necessary though

arbitrary. The coding of the main effects completely determines signs of the products

from which the interactions are obtained. The coding used follows:
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Race (SES): blacks, blacks plus low SES whites, or low SES whites +1

contrast groups -4

Sex: males +1 females -1

Areas south +1 nonsouth -1

Credo: 11th and 12th 41 9th and 10th -1

An interaction correlation between race and sex will be positive if the weighted

mean of male blacks and female whites exceeds the weighted mean of female blacks and

male whites. Its interpretation, however, depends on the direction of the differences

for the main effects. The race (SES) variable produces differences that are almost

100% negative (exceptions are a small number of attempt scores on speeded clerical

tests that met the criterion for inclusion) while almost half of the aex differences

ere positive and half negative. A positive interaction correlation when race (SES)

is negative and sex positive indicates that the sex difference for blacks is the larger,

while that same positive interaction correlation when race (SES) is negative and sex

negative indicates that the sex difference for whites is larger. A negative inter-

action correlation in the same main effect combinations means that the relative sizes

of the sex differences are reversed.

Intercorrolations of 16 variables each were obtained for 76, 76, 76, and 78

dependent variables in the four major analyses. The first 15 variables were the

4 independent variables, the 6 first order interactions, the 4 second order interactions,

and the one third order interaction with the 16th variable being each of the dependent

variables in turn. Because the design was not orthogonal, the intercorrelations of

the independent variables and their interactions are nonzero. Thus, the next step

involved the computation of partial correlations between each of the first 15 variables

with a particular dependent variable while holding constant the remaining 14. This

stop follows the logic of Method 1 of Overall and Spiegel (1969). An alternative

would have been to compute partials in a step-wise procedure (Overall and Spiegel's

method 2), but it seemed better in these data to treat products as equal in importance

to main effects rather than as residuals.
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Table 2 presents means and standard deviatiors of the partial product-moment

correlations computed over the number of variables used in each of the analyses. Before

attempting to interpret these data, however, certain of their characteristics must be

described. The observations used in these computations are independent of each other

from row to row because the correlations were partials. The individual observations

that enter a given rean or standard deviation, however, are not independent of each

other. With few exceptions the intercorrelations of the tests are positive and many

of these correlations are quite high. Thus, there is a Treat deal of redundancy in

the information furnished by the 76 to 78 measures. There are also some difficulties

associated with the neasurerent scale, which is now in correlational units. These

difficulties have nothing to do with the appropriateness of the transforration used on

test raw scores. There is restriction of range of talent in analyses I and IV; thus

the units of measurement are not equal to each other from column to column. Neither

are the units of measurement equal to each oner from, row to row because product-moment

correlations are attenuated as dichotomies depart fron 50/50 splits. This effecx, in

turn, varies from colurn to column for a riven row as well. Correlations are also a

function cf the reliability of the variables. In these data the reliabilities of the

dependent variables show considerable variation in size. Nodal reliabilities are only

moderately large because tests were, of necessity, fairly short in length. These defects

in scale are not sufficieatly 'arra, however, to preclude rakinp the most interesting

and relevant comparisons.

The standard deviations in Table 1 are of primary interest because these reflect

the different sizes of correlations between the independent variables, their inter-

actions, and the several dependent variables. It is here, for example, that the

hypothesis of race by sex interactions can be tested. The size of this interaction

for any given dependent variable is independent of all main effects and of all other

interactions. The tests used as dependent variables, as noted above, are not indepen-

dent cif each other so that the usual sampling, error formulas for differences in means

or in variability cannot be applied. A single partial, however, can be interpreted
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relativetothestandarderrorofthez-equivalentar.iorthesmalteample

(Analysis I) the standard error of z is less than .006 and for the other columns only

a little larger than .003. It is clear that there are many interactions that are

highly significant statistically.

The means of all interaction* tend to be quite close to zero. Thus when the

standard deviation is large enough to place large numbers of correlations in the area

of statistical significance, there are both positive and negative interactions of a

size needing explanation. The key entries in Table 2 for the race by sex interaction

hypothesis are the standard deviations in the Sth row. These standard deviations are

the largest, except for main effects, in each of the four analyses. Sex thus interacts

more strongly with either race or SES or both than with other variables and more

strongly than the other variables interact with each other. Comparison of this

standard deviation across the 5th row also allows for a determination of the relative

Itvlortance of race and SES. The standard deviation for the contrast between races with

SES controlled (Study I) is the largest of the four while that for the opposite

contrast (Study IV) is the smallest. The primary interaction, therefore, appears to

be between race and sex.

Though there is no question concerning the sampling stability of interactions as

small as .02, it is equally clear that few if any are large enough to have much

practical significance. The range of correlations for which the standard deviation

in row 5, column I, is .044 is approximately from .l0 to Small correlations,

however, may have theoretical importance.

The race (SES) by area interaction (row 6) tends to have the second largest

standard deviation of all interactions. Reading from left to right across the Gth row,

also, it is clear that the interaction with area involves race primarily rather than

SES. Several other interactions have correlations with dependent variables that may

have some theoretical interest, but oven the largest of these is quite small.

Hain effects were not the objectives of this study, but some of them are of

interest. Again, psrheps, the spread of correlations is of greater interest than the

7
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means. For the race (SES) variable the means are the largest but are somewhat inflated

as a function of the selection of the sample. The standard deviations indicate a large

degree of variability, with mechanical measures showing the largest differences between

whites and blacks and the previously mentioned attempt scores on highly speeded

clerical tests showing small differences in favor of blacks.

For the SES contrast involving whites only both the mean and the standard deviation

are smaller than for the race comparison. Mechanical measures have a difference

that is lower than the mean with verbal, feminine tests producing the largest differ-

ences. There are near zero differences in information about hunting and fishing.

Grade or age within the high school range does not produce differences as large

as those associated with race or SES, but the distributions are otherwise similar.

Standard deviations are quite large with a spread of differences extending from

clerical information at the high end to physics information at the low end. The letter

difference is approximately zero.

The overall sex difference favors males, but the mean is quite clone to zero.

There are almost an equal number of differences in each direction. Standard deviations

are, for this main effect, the largest of all. The range is defined by mechanical

measures on one end and by hope economics information on the other.

Area means show that the South is generally lower on cognitive variables than

the rest of the country, but these means are smaller than for grade or age while the

standard deviations are about equal in size. On some variables boys and girls in

the South are superior, but these represent a mixed bag. Information about farming,

the Bible, hunting and fishing show southern superiority while the more feminine

information tests show the largest differences in the other direction.

To test Jensents conclusion that black sex differences are about twice the size

of white differences, it is necessary to use some statistic other than the standard

deviation of interactions. In the present data, consisting of almost 80 cognitive

variables, directional trends can be described most clearly by relating sizes of

main effects to sizes of interactions. The first step involved making the actual
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plots, but when it was observed that a straight line did little if any violence to the

relationships portrayed, complete tables of product-moment intercorrelations were

computed among the main effects and their interactions. The individual observations

were, of course, the almost SO partial correlations for each variable and interaction.

Table 3 presents intercorrelations of the only variables in each of the 4 studies

that show moderately high to high relationships with each other and which also show

consistency from study to study. These 4 variables are the main effect of sex and each

of its 3 first order interactions. These correlations can be translated into differences

between differences in means for easier interpretation. In every case in which the

interaction is nontrivial, white boys and girls differ from each other more than do

black boys and girls. This finding is independent of the direction of the sex difference.

The size of interactions represented by correlations of .05 to .10 is at the same level

reported by Jensen, 1. e., from .1 to .2 standard deviation units, but the differences

are in the reverse direction.

These same interactions can also be interpreted as differences between race

differences for the two sexes. When the sex difference favors males, black girls are

more similar to white girls than black boys to white boys. When the sex difference

favors females, on the other hand, black girls differ more from white girls than black

boys do from white boys.

Similar statements can oe made concerning the relationship between sex and the

sex by grade interaction. Advanced high school students differ more from each other

as a function of their sex than do beginning high school students. This trend, as

indicated by the high correlation between the two variables, is again highly consistent

for nontrivial sex differences.

For the area by sex interaction, which is considerably smaller than the other two,

the trend is not quite as consistent, but there is at least some tendency for northern

boys and girls to differ from each other pore than southern.

The correlations in Table 3 also show that there is a substantial tendency for
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variables producing a large race by sex interaction to also produce a large sex by grade

interaction. The sex by area interaction variables also overlap with the other two

though to a more limited extent.

It can be concluded that sex role differentiation in cognitive variables is more

pronounced in whites, advanced hiph school students, and northern students than in

their counterparts, Since the same variables tend to be involved in these interactions,

it is reasonable to assume common causes for the phenomena.

The preceding conclusion is reinforced by the correlations presented in Table 4.

The table contains correlations of each of the other main effects involved in a

particular interaction with that interaction. These are all essentially zero and

differ markedly from the correlations between the sex main effect and the same inter-

actions that appeared in Table 3.

Even though the correlations with other main effects arc quite small, it was

hypothesized that the independent variables in combination might be more highly corre-

lated with the several interactions than the rain effect of sex. Sizeable beta

weights for variables other then sex would suggest additional causal sources for the

interactions. These rultiples are presented in Table S. When they are compared with

the zero order correlations in Table 3, it appears that causal factors are associated

with sex alone. The only possible exceptions occur in Analysis IV which did not

involve race.

The race by area interaction is next in size to the race by sex interaction. For

reasons of history and social organization, it is also of interest in its own right.

Table 6 presents zero order and multiple correlations of the main effects with this

interaction. The latter are of an intriguing size, but the variations in size and

sinn of the zero order correlations from one analysis to another make interpretations

hazardous. These main effects are seemingly not tapping the causes of the area by

race interaction. This also implies that the factors responsible for this interaction

are not those that produce race differences.
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One other correlational finding should be mentioned. There is a correlation of

-.83 between the main effect of sex and the second order interaction of race (SES),

sex, and area in Analysis II/. While there is sone communality in pattern of relation-

ships involving this interaction in the 4 analyses, with the main effect of sex being

most important in all 4, the size of this interaction is generally so small that cor-

relations with other variables are necessarily low. In Analysis III, however, which has

the most complex race (SES) independent variable, this interaction is larger. The

variables that produce it also tend strongly to be the ones involved in the other

interactions with the sex rain effect as well. Although difficult to interpret, it

does reinforce the conclusion that, for these data, the sex variable and the causes of

sex differences are the not important.

Discussion

Before discussing the social and psychological significance of these findings, a

second look should be iiven the methodology. Since interactions can be produced by

differences in units of reasurenent in diffeient rer.ions of the scale, a critic might

ask if the transformation had produced the interactions. This can be answered

unequivocally. Since the great rAjority of the correlations between means and standard

deviations were positive, rrost of the interactions would have been larger and in the

same direction if the transformation had not been used.

The above raises a possible question concerning the adequacy of the transformation.

Might there have been residual inequality that produced the interactions observed?

This seems unlikely for two reasons. In the first place, as noted earlier, there is

relatively little residual variability in size of standard deviations. Secondly, the

main effect of race is large with subgroup means widely scattered throughout the

range of scores, but the size of interactions is not related to the size of the rain

effect of race. Interactions are related consistently to the size of the main effect

of sex and to no other.

Would Jensen's results have been replicated had the transformation not been used?

As reported above, a very small nueler of measures showed large negative correlations
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between means and standard deviations. Sex differences for blacks might have been

larger than sex differences for whites on some of these measures, but for the most

part the discrepancy between the present results and Jensen's findings would have been

increased if the analysis had been done on the original units.

A final potential criticism mu:'- be considered. If differences in units of

measurement can produce interactions, the use of an appropriate transformation will

lead to zero interaction. Developing transformations to accomplish this, however,

does not lead to anything useful psychologically in the present instance. The trans-

formation would have to be tailored independently for each Project TALENT variable.

Ftrthermore, since there are interactions in two directions as a function of the sign

of the sex difference, the nature of the transforrntion would have to differ in both

degree and direction for the several variables. Different transformtions would also

have to be applied to the sa-le variable to aboliLh each of the several interactions

involving sex. finally, such transforrations would reduce the size of sex differences

overall which is, psycholorically, what the research is all about.

The precedinr, discussion suflests that the interactions are real, not spurious.

Even the larpcst, the race by sex, is not, however, very large. Because the nurber

of observations in larre, the rajority of the interactions are hiihly d:peadable

from the sen4Ainr, point of view, but they do not contribute very riuch in the way of

explanatory variance. Translatinp correlations into differences between differences

in standard score units, DS was done earlier, a .3 difference is about the maximum

observed. On tests J.'', the rechanical area, for exarple, a sor.ewhat larger nurber of

black ',iris will be eteve the white t:ale roan than one would expect on the basis of

knowledge of sex alone. This is the largest effect of any occupational importance

observed in the Bata. fly nne large, the results are of greater interest theoretically

than practically.

Since there is a great deal of conmunality arising the variables that show large

nein effects of sex and large interactions involvinr sex, it was suggested earlier

that there were cornon causes as well. Causes for sex differences, of course, can
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be either genetic or environmental br both. It seems more than a little improbable

that there could be innate abilities to acquire mechanical information, on the one hand,

or domestic service information, on the other, but the possibility of innate tempera-

mental differences cannot be discarded. There seems to be an innate difference in groom-

ing behavior in primates other than man and a diffe!ence in the other direction in acts-

vity level and arrxessivity. A cause and effect route fror temperament throurh interests

to inforration is not unreasonable.

From this point of vie4, increasing differences durinr hirh school, corresponding

to ages 15 to 16, would not be unexpected. Would we infer from this, however, that

blacks rature earlier, with sex role differentiation stopoinr sooner? Does raturatios

proceed for a so,-cwhat lcnper period of tire in the North than in the rest of the

country? With only one 7,ort of the ccmplex of relationships somewhat plausible, it

seers reanonable to disrisq this; line of ex:)lanation.

An environr&ntal e>v14natior: starts with the observation that rost measures which

show rasculine supericrito are occupationally oriented while rost variables showing

feminine suz:cricrity cultur:.11v (A'li.nte(!. Since a hither nropertion of rarried

black W014q1 are in the loor force, ane since a hiher proportion of black families

are headed by a lone wo,an, it seers reasonallle that the. overall sex role stereotypes

would be aproiratqd notewhat rore cicnely in white than in black populations. Since

the interaction is lart eat in the cal oarison :ith the lower white L;LS Troup, the

explanation thus far is preba;)ly inadequ'Ite. Soetninv else in undoubtedly involved.

kernents of old ratriarchel and patriarchal social patterns in black end loucr SES

white groups, respectively, are :)onsibilities.

As students progress throur.h hirh school, social expectations of work for boys

and rarriare and votherhood for riris become mores pressin. This was certainly true

in 1960 when the data were rathered and ie probably still largely true in spite of the

greater visibility of other attitudes. It should also be noted that the near zero

correlation between the rain effect of rrade and the sex by rrade interaction sus rests

that the reuses of the interaction are extracurricular. The schools do not produce it.
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interaction. Stereotypes concerning southern sex roles are in conflict with these

data. As noted above, also, it is doubtful that differences between the quality and

quantity of the academic prorrams of northern and southern schools can be invoked.

Perhaps the southern stereotypes are reasonably accurate only for a small proportion

of upper class southerners. Although this particular interaction is somewhat peri-

pheral to the rest in its correlational pattern with more exceptions to the general

trend, it is clearly necessary to look beyond the stereotype for an explanation. A

potentially relevant variable is the urban-rural location of the high schools in this

sample. It is probable that rural schools are core heavily represented in the South

and that sex role expectations are stronger in urban environments.

The environmental explanation advanced flocs lead to some predictable conse-

quences. As sex role expectations chance, interactions involving sex should also

change. The South, for exarple, is beconine more like the rest of the country in its

social patterns. The urban-rural dinension should also be investigated. An inter-

action with sex tziv,ht Five mere consistent results than the sex by area interaction

and, in the partial correlational sense, explain the latter. Such a result would

beeminrly be quite difficult to integrate with a renetic erplanation for the sex

rain effect and its other interactions. Also, if the measurerent problers could be

solved, an extension of the are ranee downward into the pra&s should lead to lar7er

sex by trade (are) interactions. Positive results here, however, could be explained

on either renetic or environrental rround3.
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The discrepancy between present results and those of Jensen can be investigated

further by looking at the data for some of the Project TALENT composites. Jensen

depended heavily on the results from intelligence tests. The strong systematic trends

in present data over almost 80 very heterogeneous tests may not hold for composites

most like standard intelligence tests. To check this possibility the correlations

in Table 7 were extracted from these of the retaining variables.

Jensen's test data rclnerally showed female superiority and larger black differences

than white differences. Of the 4 Project TALENT composites, one shows a near zero

sex difference, two show ferale superiority, and two show rale superiority. To be

consistent with trends in the rest of these data, negative correlations for sex

should be accorranied b': positive correlations for the interaction. To be consistent

with Jensen's conclusions, the interaction correlations for the sane two variables

should be negative. Six out of 8 interaction correlations are seen to be congruent

with Jensen's conclusions, but the size of these correlations is so ruch smaller

than those found by Jensen that they should be considered essentially zero. Con-

posites sh,o1er gale supericr5ty, on the other hand, elcorly follow the trends

established in the full net of variables.

The only way in which these near zero interactions could becore sufficiently

large to be congruent with Jensen's findinrs would be to use raw scores on scales

for which the correlation between roans and stendard deviations we negative. The

Verbal coeponite had this characteristic, but this negative relationship is rare in

present data and not found at all in standard intellirence tests.

One must resort to sarplinr differences as the rost probable source of the

discrepancy in findires, but sarplinr differences can not readily be described. Most

of the data surveyed by Jensen were obtained in ad hoc simples. Present data are

from a probability sarple of schools, but with interrated schools excluded. It seems

reasonable that this selection essential to the study affected rears of main effects

only and did not produce interactions, but this remains an assuretion.

In spite of the differences in the outcomes, the occurationel conclusion that
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Jensen drew is still partially supported. To the extent that present masculine tests

are occupationally valid, and there is every reason to accept their validity, black

woven are able to compete rove successfully with white women in the most masculine

occupations than black men are with white men.
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Footnotes

1
This research was supported by a grant from the Spencer Foundation. The authors

wish to thank the Foundation for its support. Requests for reprints should be

addressed to the senior author.

2
In several of the data sets, partial correlations were also computed, as a

matter of interest, in accordance with Method 2 of Overall and Spiegel. Main

effects tended to be slightly larcer, as would be expected, but in no case

was the difference greater than .05 and this only when the Method 1 partial

r was already quite large. Differences between the two r..cthods are potentially

mach greater than this, but instances do not occur with this set of independent

and dependent variables. Urge way of describing the present results is that

the main effects are i'sychologically pri:lary. Treating interactions either as

residuals or as coordinate variables statistically had no appreciable effect

on the results.
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Table 1 c,(0

Definition of Subgroups and Sample Statistics

for the Socio-Economic Status Composite

South N

3r .

S
x

Male Non South N

Ir

S
x

Grades 9 and 10 South N

Ir

S
x

Female Non South N

3r

Sx

South N

X
S
x

Male Non South N

Ir

Sx

Trades 11 and 12 South N

3r

Sx

Female Non South N

IF

Sx

Totals N

7
S
x

Blacks Low SES Whites High SES L. 'tea

3137 2814 5588

88.21 81.97 99.73

10.24 4,76 7.62

928 2371 12535

90.40 83.35 100.86

9.62 4.34 7.61

3935 2872 4946

87.13 82.06 98.93

9.71 4.70 7.27

1184 2204 11987

90.13 83.63 100.81

9.31 4.14 7.31

2253 1817 5019

87.61 82.55 100.61

9.64 4.43 8.04

648 1618 11358

90.62 83.88 101.34

9.48 3.89 7.47

2924 2019 4841

88.09 82.60 99.49

9.75 4,36 7.23

867 1560 11426

9227 84.28 101.25

8.92 3.60 7.32

15876 17275 67700

88.43 82.91 100.65

9.83 4,43 7.50



Table 10 CO MittAt

Means and Standard Deviations of Partial Correlations

Variable

I

Means

II III IV I

Standard Deviations

II III IV

Race (SES) -.274 -.281 -.290 -.182 .139 .117 .112 .081

Sex .018 .020 .037 .033 .161 .114 .179 .202

Area -.083 -.076 -.124 -.086 .057 .043 .069 .067

Grade .145 .102 .146 .157 .067 .043 .063 .071

R x S -.007 -.012 -.009 -.011 .044 .035 .030 .017

R x A -.013 .011 -.024 .018 .031 .023 .021 .010

R x G -.012 -.012 -.007 -.002 .021 .015 .014 .012

S x A .005 .003 .005 .012 .014 .009 .013 .011

S x G .013 .013 .020 .021 .020 .014 .021 .024

A x G .003 .005 .003 .004 .012 .009 .011 .011

RxSxA -.009 -.006 ..005 :001 .008 .007 .011 .006

R x S x G .000 -.005 -.009 -.009 .009 .007 ot0'7 .306

R x A x G ,003 .000 -.005 -.004 .008 .005 .005 .004

S x A x G .004 .003 .006 .008 .005 .004 .004 .005

R x S x A xG -.003 -.002 -.003 -.001 .005 .003 .003 .004
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Table 3

Intercorrelations of the Main Effect of Sex with

Each of its First Order Interactions

IV

5 8 9 5 8 9 5 8 9 5 8 9

Sex 2 -77 -51 76 -79 -45 74 -78 -68 69 -52 -32 67

RxS5 27 -73 31 -75 70 -75 44 -68

S x A 8 .50 -48 -64 -38

S x G 9



Table 4 BEST COPY AVAIAABIF

Correlations of the Other Independent Variables

With the Interaction of Each with Sex

Interaction with Sex

I II III IV

Race (SES) 26 20 06 22

Area 09 11 04 -15

Grade -12 -07 -08 -12
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Table 5

Multiple Correlations Between the Four Independent Variables

as Predictors and Each of the Three Interactions with Sex as Criteria

I II III !it

Race (SES) by Sex 81 62 80 59

Sex by Area 54 49 70 45

Sex by Grade 79 77 76 73



Table 6

Zero Order and Multiple Correlations with

Race by Area Interactions

Race by Area Interactions

II! IV

Race (SES) -18 -39 45 -40

Sex 41 30 -14 -22

Area 07 .19 25 32

Grade -18 06 .39 42

Multiple r 48 48 55 52
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Table 7

Correlations of Project TALENT Composites with Sex and the

Race by Sag Interaction in the roar Analyses

Analysis

e.,

I

RxS .,S

II

txS S

III

RxS S

IV

RxS

"I. Q." -011 012 000 001 000 002 -013 -011

Academic .096 -002 -046 -017 -054 -016 -065 -026

Verbal -151 011 -090 -001 .124 001 -147 -015

Quantitative 061 -018 054 -025 097 -024 102 -023

Technical 396 -086 291 -072 440 -056 409 -026


